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Animations and other visual cues can be used to support interaction in user inter-

faces. Variants of animations and animated transitions provide means to visualise

the effects of user operations and communicate changes in the state of the un-

derlying application. However, proper incorporation of animation effects into an

application requires additional design and implementation effort, as improperly

applied animation can even worsen the interaction experience. Therefore, the use

of animations needs to be justified.

The goal of this study is to discover ways in which animation effects affect user

experience in a realistic context. The approach is twofold. First, the effect of

animated transitions is studied with a real web application and with a realistic

use case related with the context of online shopping. Additionally, user prefer-

ences regarding animation properties is measured. Second, the suitability and

effectiveness of the selected study methods and process is evaluated with regards

to the relevancy of the results and the set goals.

While most of the users tested with did not pay attention to animated transitions

in the test application, all of them preferred a user interface with animations

over a user interface with no animations. While our findings do not provide a

solid ground for general conclusions regarding the duration and playback style of

animations, we observed that some types of animations seem to clearly be more

desirable and preferred than others.

Our iterative approach to developing the methods of the study with a pilot study

preceding the actual study produced positive results. Validating the test setting

with pilot users helped to avoid misunderstandings and discover new types of

variables to measure. The contextual approach functioned well even with a rather

small amount of test users.

Keywords: Animation, Web applications, Human-Computer Interaction,

User research, User experience

Language: English
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Käyttäjän ja järjestelmän välistä vuorovaikutusta voidaan tukea visuaalisil-

la keinoilla, kuten animaatioilla. Animoitujen transitioiden avulla käyttäjän

toimenpiteet ja järjestelmässä tapahtuvat muutokset voidaan visualisoida ja

ymmärrettävämmin esiin. Animaatiot tulee kuitenkin suunnitella erityisen huo-

lellisesti, sillä huonosti toteutetut animaatiot voivat jopa haitata vuorovaikutusta

ja käyttökokemusta. Tästä syystä animaatioiden käyttö tulee olla perusteltua.

Tämän työn tavoitteena selvittää käyttöliittymäanimaatioiden vaikutusta

käyttäjän kokemukseen vuorovaikutuksesta järjestelmän kanssa. Tutkimus on

luonteeltaan kaksijakoinen. Käyttöliittymäanimaatioita tutkitaan realistisessa

käyttötilanteessa liittyen verkko-ostamiseen. Lisäksi käyttäjien mieltymyksiä

käyttöliittymäanimaatioiden suhteen tutkitaan erillisellä ohjelmalla. Tutkimuk-

sen tavoitteena on myös selvitää valittujen menetelmien sopivuutta animaatio-

tutkimukseen.

Suurin osa testatuista käyttäjistä ei kiinnittänyt huomiota käyttöliittymässä

esitettyihin animaatioihin, mutta kaikki käyttäjät ilmoittivat haluavansa

käyttää kahdesta vaihtoehtoisesta käyttöliittymästä sellaista, joka sisälsi

käyttöliittymäanimaatioita. Tutkimuksen tulokset animaatioiden mieltymysten

suhteen eivät mahdollista yleisluontoisia johtopäätöksiä animaatioiden keston ja

toistotavan suhteen, mutta viittaavat siihen, että käyttäjillä on animaatioiden

suhteen selkeitä mieltymyksiä.

Tutkimusmenetelmien iteratiivinen kehittäminen pilottikokeen avulla osoittautui

hyödylliseksi tavaksi löytää menetelmien epäkohtia ja estää väärinymmärryksiä

lopullisissa kokeissa. Realistiseen käyttötilanteeseen pohjautuva menetelmä toimi

hyvin myös pienellä käyttäjämäärällä.

Asiasanat: animaatio, Web-sovellus, ihmisen ja koneen vuorovaikutus,

käyttäjätutkimus, käyttäjäkokemus

Kieli: englanti
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis studies the use of animated transitions for visualizing state changes

and supporting interaction in user interfaces of web applications. The study

is comprised of a theoretical and an empirical analysis, which focus on the

characteristics of animation and the use of animated transitions in web ap-

plications within a real use case. The data for the empirical analysis is

gathered by means of a user study consisting of a contextual web application

experiment and a follow-up interview with the participants. Additionally,

the experiment includes a survey for examining user preferences regarding

properties of animated transitions in general. The experiment is designed

and results analysed basing on the presented theoretical framework.

This chapter discusses the research goals and setting for this study as well

as the motivation for the study.

1.1 Motivation

Animation is about creating illusions of motion. As such, animation is a

powerful tool for various applications, such as helping in visualising statisti-

cal phenomena [23], focusing user attention to important events on displays

[32] or providing enjoyment in the form of cartoon animation [51]. In user in-

terfaces, animation can be used to support user interaction by visualising the

results of user interactions and highlighting interaction affordances1. There-

fore, animations can significantly contribute to the feel and responsiveness

of a user interface, improving the experience of using an application.

1An identifiable possibility for a certain type of interaction, or ”affordance”, as de-

scribed by Norman [37]

9
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Incorporating animation effects into a user interface, however, comes with

a price. Their design and implementation can be laborious and carries the

risk of failing to fit the designed purpose, which might result in a worsened

user experience [49]. Additionally, animations require hardware resources

in order to run smoothly enough in order to be able to create an illusion

of motion. In some cases, animation can even be distracting and block a

user from further interaction [6]. The benefits of animation are not therefore

always evident, and in certain cases animation might provide little benefits

content-wise, despite being properly applied in a technical sense [52].

As opposed to animated content, web applications are often rather static

representations. They are used for a great variety of different purposes and

through a large number of different devices, while sharing common charac-

teristics in that the state of an application can be simultaneously controlled

in multiple locations by users unaware of each other. Additionally, online

applications can affect the state of each other through event processing and

automation, being highly networked actors. While a large amount of all state

changes happening in the background can be virtually invisible for a certain

user, the most significant of them should be visible. As multiple events affect

the state of a system, changes can be sudden and unexpected, which makes

it necessary to communicate them effectively.

Communicating application state changes can be supported by using vi-

sual cues, such as variants of animation and animated transitions, in order to

focus user attention and provide interaction feedback, for instance. In other

words, animation can be used to map changes in an application to visual

changes perceivable by users. However, animated transitions can be seen as

adding complexity to the interface because of the required additional design

effort. Guidelines exist describing the types and properties of animations

that should be used in interfaces, but they do not address the benefits of

using animated transitions in an interface and whether they should be used

at all in a given context.

1.2 Objectives

In order to address the question about the inclusion of animated transitions

in an interface, this study examines animated transitions within the research

problem of:

How do animated transitions affect user experience in a real use

case of a web application?
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In other words, this study does not seek to directly provide an answer to

the question about whether animated transitions should be included in an

interface, but seeks to help in answering to that question with a proposal of

methods and the results gained by utilising them. With the goal of discov-

ering more about how users react to animated transitions in a real use case,

the research problem is addressed through the following research questions:

• RQ1: Are users aware of the presence or absence of animated transi-

tions in a user interface?

• RQ2: What kind of observable differences does the presence or absence

of animated transitions cause regarding user experience?

• RQ3: What kind of preferences do users have regarding animated tran-

sitions?

• RQ4: Is a contextual approach suitable for studying the effects of ani-

mated transitions?

The objectives of this study are therefore both methodological and context-

related. First, an effort is made to discover suitable methods for evaluating

animation effects in a specific context instead of addressing certain types of

animations or animations in user interfaces generally. Second, the study seeks

to examine how animations and animated transitions in web applications are

experienced by users in a realistic situation.

1.3 Scope and Context

The scope and context of this thesis are limited by a number of factors.

Animations and animated content in this thesis are mainly addressed in

terms of interactive animation, although the characteristics of animations

are discussed within a broader perspective in order to establish a profound

enough understanding of the field. As animations are multi-interpretive by

nature [12], we feel that their mechanisms of affecting should be properly

understood.

The technical environment for this study is limited to web applications,

which are publicly accessible and can be used with multiple different devices,

such as desktop computers and mobile devices. Additionally, the charac-

teristics of web applications, such as their dynamic nature, provide a useful

context for the studying interactive animation. The contextual environment
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of the empirical part of this study is online shopping, as it provides an easily

accessible environment and is conceptually familiar to many users. Addi-

tionally, online retail sites have an incentive to develop and attract users

[25].

The theoretical background for this thesis is formed by chapter 2, which

discusses the concepts of animation and seeks to provide an understanding

on how interactive animation is designed in user interfaces. Additionally,

chapter 2 provides a basis for the methods applied in the empirical part of

this thesis by discussing methods common in literature regarding the study

of animation effects.

Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the empirical part of this thesis, consisting of

two experiments in self-designed web application environments. The chapters

also aim to justify the design choices regarding the implementation of the

experiments performed. Finally, chapter 5 discusses the the results of the

study in terms of user reactions and experiences with the selected and applied

methods.



Chapter 2

Background, concepts and liter-

ature

This chapter discusses the context of animated transitions in terms of existing

literature and applications of animations in order to provide an understand-

ing on the field. The goal is also to find a definition for what animated

transitions are and the kind of roles they have in user interfaces. As such,

this chapter forms the theoretical context and goals for the empirical study.

2.1 Contextual background

The concept of animation bears different meanings depending on the context.

Drawing upon literature on animations and animated content [12, 38, 49], a

definition based on how Disney animators defined animation [51] provides a

common base for what animation is:

A series of still images shown in a rapid sequence in order to

create an illusion of motion in an observer.

Regarding the study context, a definition of animation basing on the

world of cartoon animation is also applicable to animations presented on a

computer screen. Much as by the given definition of animation, computer

screens update their image sequentially, creating an illusion of movement. For

example, the movement of a mouse cursor on a screen is perceived as constant

motion instead of discrete steps. Updating the image rapidly enough is what

creates the illusion of smooth or fluid motion, as human vision is not able

to perceive individual frames, but fills the gaps between images if certain

13
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conditions are met. These conditions comprise of the frequency of changing

images and amount of change between consecutive images.

If the frequency of shown images nears or exceeds the human vision crit-

ical flicker frequency CFF, individual images are imperceptible and the se-

quence is seen as continuous [10]. It can also be argued that the change

between consecutive images has to stay within certain limits in order to cre-

ate the illusion of animation. For example, if the change within a time frame

is too small, it can be difficult to notice a change at all, as the change is

”slow”. On the other hand, if the change in the image is too large, it can

be difficult to follow and comprehend the individual changes in frames as a

whole. Adjusting these properties correctly is therefore a necessary basis for

applying animation in any software.

However, animation can also be perceived as discrete. Consider a blink-

ing cursor in a text processing application. The cursor blinking effect as a

whole consists of two stages: visible and invisible. The effect is constructed

by altering between the two stages. The change between the stages of the

cursor covers to whole cursor element. Additionally, the individual stages of

the blinking cursor are discrete. Still, the alternation between stages is inter-

preted as a single effect of ”blinking”, not appearance and disappearance as

separate unconnected events. If, though, the frequency of blinking is too low,

it is no longer as easily perceived as a single instance [10]. Other examples of

discrete animation include progress indicators that are used to indicate the

stage of a software process in the form of a ”progress bar”, for example, allow-

ing users to better anticipate the duration of a process. Even simple discrete

sequences of symbols, when successively shown, can effectively represent the

progress of a computer process [21, 35].

Even static, essentially non-animated content can be comprehended as

a discrete animation, if the stages of the sequence are analogous, as is the

case with a discrete progress bar. However, the stages need not be altered

between automatically. For example, assembly instructions and portrayals

of complex machinery may use sequential images, and not necessarily actual

animation, to explain sequential procedures [52]. In such a sequence, every

successive stage builds upon the previous stage, which helps to translate the

sequence into concrete action steps. Though static, such sequencing follows

a logic similar to cartoon animations, as well as any video footage.

Consisting of sequentially updated images, or frames, the view on a com-

puter display is essentially also as discrete as any other animation. The

difference is in how the animation is perceived as a whole. Generally it can

be said, though, that in order for a sequence of frames to be interpreted as
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an animation, semantic linkage between the frames has to exist to an extent.

2.1.1 Principles of animation

Animated content is interpreted and designed to be interpreted differently

depending on the context of application. Animation used for data visual-

isation should help understand the data, whereas an animated cartoon is

mainly created for the purpose of enjoyment. For example, the movement

of clouds in an animated weather map is meant to be interpreted somewhat

literally as the basis for the animation is in actual data - the clouds should

move in reality as is portrayed in the animation and therefore depict reality.

The accuracy is the reason for the power of the weather animation. Car-

toon animation, on the other hand, does not try to represent a set of data

or aim on producing an accurate representation of reality. Instead, cartoons

achieve realism namely because they are exaggerating and reinforcing by na-

ture [12, 49]. Notably, both data visualisation and cartoon animation can

use similar visual techniques, but their interpretations differ.

Similarly to static graphical illustrations, cartoon animations are artifi-

cial constructs in a sense that combinations of shapes and the use of colour

and contrast are given meanings when they are interpreted as representa-

tions. In order to control the interpretations, animators of cartoons follow a

set of principles to help ensure that the animations are interpreted correctly.

Notably, in order to portray objects with physical properties, they need to

behave as if their movement actually was influenced by physical laws [12, 49].

For example, for objects imaginable to have a mass, such as a cartoon char-

acter, the effect of mass has to be communicated throughout the animation.

A moving cartoon character cannot therefore come to a sudden stop from

its movement, but has to slow down to a stop in order to mimic the effect

of kinetic energy. Furthermore, the shift from movement to a stop can, and

in cartoons is, even further emphasised with a follow-through effect, leaving

the the character staggered, for example, as a result of a sudden change in

velocity. This actually results in the character seeming more ”real” [12].

For abstract objects, animation provides means to communicate physical

properties that are not evident by examining a static drawing or multiple

drawings of an object, but revealed by motion. This effect is especially visible

in the case of simple graphical representations, which can be interpreted in

multiple ways and cannot necessarily be associated with a single distinctive

interpretation [10].

Consider, for example, the two images in figure 2.1. Essentially, the
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images consist of small two-dimensional polygons. However, the images are

actually frames from an animation sequence depicting a cube rotating about

the vertical axis. The shape and volume is not deducible from single frames,

but is revealed by the animation, which can be created with the coordinated

movement of the individual polygons.

Figure 2.1: Two frames form an animation depicting a rotating cube. Coor-

dinated movement by individual parts can be used to create an illusion of a

three-dimensional shape [10].

Software user interfaces often contain simple graphical and abstract ob-

jects, and are therefore a subject to problems with communicating the prop-

erties of the objects. Examples of such properties include interaction af-

fordances, such as a clickable element, which need to be identifiable among

elements that provide no interaction possibilities. One way of communi-

cating affordances is by introducing ”physical” properties to user interface

elements. For example, standard interaction elements in Hyper Text Markup

Language (HTML), such as a button element, is both semantically, and vi-

sually strongly associated with its physical counterpart, a physical button.

By default, most browsers render the HTML button element with differently

coloured borders to represent shadows, contributing to the illusion of a physi-

cal object. Functionality associated with the button element can be triggered

using a real physical button, such as a mouse button, creating a simulation
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of actually clicking a button in the user interface itself. Animation can con-

tribute to this illusion, by revealing the button behaviour upon interaction.

For instance, during click, colouring of the button can be altered to represent

a physically down-pressed button.

The correspondence of represented behaviour in a user interface and be-

haviour in the physical world is a principle aiming at easing the cognitive

process of understanding interaction cycles in a user interface. Clearly, by

presenting a user interface as an environment with interaction constraints

similar to those in a physical world, anticipating interface behaviour requires

less effort than if it introduced more unique behaviour.

Regarding the function of mapping animated behaviour to physical prop-

erties, Tversky et al. [52] present two principles. According to the congruence

principle, the structure and content of the external representation should cor-

respond to the desired structure and content of the internal representation.

According to the other, apprehension principle, presented information

should be schematised in order to ease perception and correct interpretation.

Schematisation could be interpreted as the exclusion of information that is

not relevant regarding a related process. Tversky et al. use an example

of providing someone with navigational instructions: there is no need to

accurately describe distances and angles of turns for routes, since people

represent such information in gross categories anyway. What matters is when

to go straight and when to turn to a direction. Therefore, by schematising

information some parts of it may be left out and some parts enhanced and

even exaggerated.

As such, the two principles communicate ideas about animation somewhat

similar to the principles affecting cartoon animation. It could be summarised,

that an approach is encouraged to create representations that base themselves

on the physical world, but not at the expense of clarity and the ability to

convey the essential information. Therefore, the correspondence between a

physical interactive object and a user interface object may not always even be

desirable. Otherwise, interaction possibilities would be limited to those with

an existing physical representation. Sometimes it might simply be sensible to

implement the interaction in a simple instead of a realistic way. Consider, for

example, the action of filling out and sending a form online. A corresponding

physical action would be to fill out a paper and send it by mail or giving it to

someone. In a user interface, it is unnecessary to include these steps in order

to create a more realistic experience. It is enough with providing a user with

a button element for sending the information on the form.
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2.1.2 Interactivity

User interfaces have interactive features, which allow manipulation of the

interface and possibly affecting the state of the interfaced software. In a user

interface, animations can be used for providing interaction feedback for a

user, for example. Animations can also be used for displaying what would

happen if a user performed a certain interaction before the interaction is

actually committed. In other words, animations can help anticipate and

comprehend the result of a certain interaction, by allowing a user to preview

an action before committing.

Animation can also be used for visualising changes in the state of the

underlying system, regardless of whether they were initiated by the user

through the user interface or by another actor, such as another user or the

system itself. These changes might still affect the way a user can interact

with system, and are therefore interaction-related. Consider, for example,

the appearance of a new tweet on Twitter1. When a new tweet, a list item in

the actual application, is added to recent tweets, a list, the appearance can

be animated. The tweet can be published by another user, but allows new

interactions, such as retweeting, for the user.

2.1.2.1 Direct manipulation

Interaction with objects in user interfaces can be discussed in terms of direct

and indirect manipulation, both of which types can be supported by means

of animation. Direct manipulation is interaction with immediate response to

actions, incremental changes and reversible effects [44, 45]. Operations such

as moving, scaling and rotating graphical objects in an image manipulation

application can be considered direct, if the operations are visually performed

on the objects themselves by grabbing and dragging them with a mouse, for

example [49, 50]. These means are used in order to create an illusion of direct

interaction with the graphical objects, and to so mimic physical interaction

conceptually similar physical objects.

Consider, for example, how a 2-dimensional translation operation would

otherwise be performed, if not by dragging the object through the screen to

the desired location. A possible alternative would be to enter the coordinates

of the desired new location, and the object on the screen would instantly be

drawn at the new location. The change would be immediate and unantic-

ipated, as the user would have to perform the operation in multiple steps.

1http://www.twitter.com in Feb. 2015
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First, the coordinates of the desired new location of the object need to be

estimated. Only after entering to coordinates and applying the translation

the user is given feedback about the new location of the object. If, on the

other hand, the operation is performed by dragging, the translation can be

continuously applied and the new location of the object constantly updated.

This way, the interaction feedback is immediate and incremental, which also

better contributes to the illusion of directly interacting with the interface.

Another example of direct manipulation commonly found in interfaces is

the adjustment of visible content in viewport, including operations such as

scrolling and zooming, both of which are also found in web application inter-

faces. In terms of physical interaction conformance, adjusting the viewport

using a touch-capable device counts as direct interaction, if the adjustment

is performed by touching and dragging the view. If, on the other hand, the

viewport is adjusted by separate button, for example, interaction is no longer

direct, as it is being mediated by the concept of a button.

A benefit of direct interaction is that visual changes are easier to under-

stand, when users focus directly on the affected object in the interface [48].

The idea of direct interaction can be interpreted as conforming to the idea

of the congruence principle [52] regarding animations, if an internal repre-

sentation of a user action is based on a procedure in the physical world. In

such case by allowing a user to perform an action by direct manipulation the

external representation of the action is also based on the same procedure in

the physical world. As such, the internal and external representations are

conceptually close to each other.

2.1.2.2 Indirect manipulation

In cases where the actions of a user cannot straightforwardly be mapped to

visible changes in the user interface, interaction can be performed indirectly.

Indirect manipulation [48] is an interaction style where changes to a user

interface object are performed by acting on another object, such as a button.

Effectively, any kind of interaction can be mapped to any kind of visual

changes.

Changes caused by indirect interaction may be confusing to the user, be-

cause attention is not necessarily focused on the affected objects, but rather

on the interaction objects, at the time when changes are applied. More-

over, the semantic connection between the interaction object and the visual

changes might not be evident. This apprehension of changes can be eased

through animation by introducing more gradual, and therefore predictable,
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changes instead of immediate and unpredictable changes [48].

Indirect interaction is often necessary to ease the process of perform-

ing repeating, laborious and meaningful operations. Indirect interaction

is also necessary in order to simplify the user interface and possibly hide

implementation-specific details that are irrelevant for the user. In cases where

no corresponding physical action can be associated with the performed action

in the interface, performing the action indirectly could be the only option.

Consider, for example, the alignment operation of multiple objects in an

image manipulation application [48]. If implemented through direct manip-

ulation principles, each object should be individually grabbed and moved to

the correct position. Through indirect manipulation, however, the operation

of aligning all of the objects could be programmed into a single button, as

the result is deducible by the application. The long sequence of operations

of moving objects is formalised into an operation group, which is executed

by the computer according to the original positions of the objects to align.

If a user is familiar with the concept of alignment, a one button solution

might be very efficient and simple. However, the result of the operation can

be difficult to understand based on the button only, the visual appearance

of which is probably not able to directly convey the result of the operation.

2.1.3 Transitions and communicative functions of ani-

mations

In user interfaces, animation can still be applied in several different ways to

serve different purposes. Baecker et al. [4] list ten ways in which anima-

tions can help users understand a system or an interface. A transition is one

of them, and it is described as an animation helping a user to answer the

question of ”where have I come from and gone to?”. The other nine ways

include communicating what something is (identification), where the user is

(orientation), what the user can do (choice), how to do something (demon-

stration), what is happening (feedback), what has the user done (history),

why did something happen (interpretation) and what should the user do now

(guidance).

According to the description by Baecker et al. a transition could be in-

terpreted as an animation that communicates navigation-like events in the

interface along with, perhaps, orientation animations. Transitions, however,

can be seen as special form of animation covering a much wider range of

communicative functions. For example, Dessart et al. [15] define transitions

as ”the logical way to transform input of a mapping into its output depend-
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ing on their respective data type (e.g., text, colour, shape)”. Following this

definition, a transition can be seen as essentially any animation effect that

portrays a mapping of a given visual state into another. Furthermore, map-

ping merely consecutive visual states to each other is not enough. The visual

change should represent a change in the underlying system or interface, as

well. For example, the animation of a navigation event from one screen to

another would probably count as a transition, if by changing the screen the

displayed information content and interaction options change.

In light of the broader definition of transitions, some of the other nine

ways of communicating with animations, listed by Baecker et al., can in fact

be counted as transitions in certain cases. For example, if an animation tries

to signal what is happening by providing visual feedback, it is essentially

expressing a change from one state of the system to another. However, iden-

tifying a change in a system may not always be an easy task. For example, it

is debatable whether pointing a mouse cursor over a user interface element is

a change in the application state, despite the fact that such an event can be

recognised by the application. Recognition, again, means that something in

the system changes. The event might trigger an animation, but nothing else

in the system necessarily changes apart from the animation being displayed.

On the other hand, moving a mouse cursor over a user interface element can

enable new interaction affordances, such as actions activated by clicking the

element. If a click results in an action being performed, then the state of the

system definitely had been changed already when the mouse was pointed over

the element, because a new interaction affordance was created at that time,

and it did not exist before it. In other words, if the user interface element in

question is a clickable button enabling an action to be performed, animating

the event of pointing at the button with a mouse cursor could count as a

transition.

A characterising remark about transitions could therefore be that they

signal difference within the context, value, status and functions [38] of a

system or an interface. Furthermore, the nature of the signal should corre-

spond to the nature of the difference so that the animation portrays a logical

transformation [15] in terms of the communicated change [38].

2.2 Implications for design

The characteristics of animated content in user interfaces define the frame-

work in which animated content is designed. In addition to animations,
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applications have their own characteristics in terms of functionality and the

context of use. While animations can be used to enhance efficiency [28], they

may not always have a clear purpose [52]. Care should therefore be taken

in order to ensure that animation effects in a user interface are fit for their

purpose and beneficial, despite the type of role animations are given. Even

small deviations in the consistency of a user interface can present themselves

as rather distracting [20], which only emphasises the importance of being

able to develop animations that actually support interaction.

2.2.1 Technical background

From a software point-of-view, playing animated transitions in a user in-

terface can be reduced to the process of applying gradual changes in visual

properties of objects until conditions for stopping the application of changes

are met. Each applied change can be calculated beforehand or during the

animation cycle itself. In this study, these two methods of producing anima-

tion are referenced to as interpolated animation and pre-rendered animation

[12, 34, 51].

Pre-rendered animation consists of individual still frames of images that

are shown in rapid sequences. This technique has traditionally been used with

cartoon animation [51]. Software is only used for changing the images rapidly

enough, but no additional effects are necessarily applied during playback, as

the content of the animation is already created.

In interpolated animation, on the other hand, individual frames are cal-

culated based on a set of at least two keyframes [34], which are fixed states

of an animated object. The missing frames, depicting the transformation

between two keyframes, are then programmatically generated. This process

is also called tweening and inbetweening [56], and the resulting animation

is affected by the interpolation function used for creating the frames. Lin-

ear interpolation is perhaps the most simple type of tweening in terms of

the interpolation function, creating a transition in which the change between

frames is constant. With non-linear interpolation, however, acceleration can

be introduced into the illusion of motion, creating a transition in which the

change between individual frames is varies. Acceleration of change in tran-

sitions, or temporal distortion, is also referred to as easing [16, 34, 40].

For interactive elements, pre-rendering might not always be a viable op-

tion, as the content of animation is fixed upon rendering time, and difficult

to alter afterwards. For an interactive animation, the exact keyframes might

vary across users. Relying on pre-rendered animation is therefore challeng-
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ing, if not impossible. For example, the device screen size alone dictates the

property values of keyframes that rely on object position. Animation in such

user interfaces must therefore adapt to the device screen size and resolution,

and render animation effects accordingly. Because of this, interpolation is

necessary.

In web applications, individual frames of the animation can be calculated

based on a set of configuration parameters provided for the application. As

such, the effects are calculated and rendered by the device hardware and

browser software of the user. The heterogeneity of devices used for access-

ing web applications presents challenges in ensuring adequately good perfor-

mance across all users and types of devices, as end-user hardware can differ

in terms of processing power, for example.

Considering web applications based on the HTML-standard, animations

are produced as a combination of the CSS2 and JavaScript languages. The

CSS version 3 definition3 supports multiple types of animations by allowing

properties with enumerated and numeral values to be animated easily, by

merely specifying the properties by which to produce the desired animations.

For example, animating a change of place for an HTML object can be done

by specifying the amount of change in two dimensions in addition to the

duration of the change.

Novick et al. [38] studied different types of software user interfaces, in-

cluding games as well as websites, and identified different types of animations

that were used in the studied user interfaces. The types of discovered trans-

formation effects applied on user interface objects are listed in table 2.1. They

also mention about considering transparency and entrance/exit of elements as

possible categories in addition to the listed seven. However, their definitions

regarding the categories remain somewhat vague. In a sense, animating the

entrance or exit of an element could also be interpreted as change of place,

for example. Similarly, animating the transparency of an object could be

implemented by changing the colour, or its alpha value to be specific, or by

blurring. Animating a gesture again could be considered a change of shape.

For HTML-based web applications, all of the transition effects described

in table 2.1, and additionally including transparency and entrance/exit, can

be implemented natively using CSS. Of course, much depends on the actual

type of the animation effect, as the listed types of animations are general-

isations. Notably though, the fact that transitions are supported by web

2Cascading Style Sheets
3https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/CSS3 in Feb. 2015
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Table 2.1: Different types of animation effects in user interfaces [38]

Effect Example

Change of place A computer process progress bar or a

playback stage indicator

Change of size Selecting an image in a catalogue

Change of colour Clicking a button element

Change of shape Play/pause button indicator

Gesture Hand signals

Rotation A loading indicator

Blur An inactive button

technology standards means their role in supporting interaction in web ap-

plications is of importance.

2.2.2 Design patterns and guidelines

The application of animation and animated transitions can be found ad-

dressed in guideline collections for designing for the web. In this study,

guidelines were taken under review in order to include an instructive view

on how animated content should be applied, as guidelines are an effort to

communicate design principles. Guidelines reviewed for this study include

Google design guidelines by the name of ”Material Design”, and Apple de-

sign guidelines by the name of ”iOS Human Interface Guidelines” and ”OSX

Human Interface Guidelines”. The latter two, although not directly address-

ing web interfaces, were considered a useful reference due to their dedicated

sections for animation design and the fact that web interfaces are used with

both mobile and desktop devices.

2.2.2.1 Google: Material design

Google design guidelines [19] for their products and services holds the name

”Material design”. The guidelines state that ”material is the metaphor”,

which is described in the following way:

A material metaphor is the unifying theory of a rationalized

space and a system of motion. The material is grounded in tactile
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reality, inspired by the study of paper and ink, yet technologically

advanced and open to imagination and magic.

Surfaces and edges of the material provide visual cues that

are grounded in reality. The use of familiar tactile attributes

helps users quickly understand affordances. Yet the flexibility of

the material creates new affordances that supercede those in the

physical world, without breaking the rules of physics.

This definition emphasises the meaning of material cohesion and physical

correspondence of abstract objects in a user interface. An essential mes-

sage seems to be to take advantage of the possibilities provided by technol-

ogy within the limitations of the physical, ”tactile”, world. As such, the

guidelines address animation design in a manner similar to principles in car-

toon animation [12]. They include a section labelled ”Mass and weight”,

and describe interaction feedback with terms such as ”surface response” and

”material response”, which further emphasise the physical foundation of in-

teraction.

In addition to cartoon animation principles, the guidelines seem to en-

compass the idea of direct interaction, encouraging visual and conceptual

consistency in construction of effects. Animation effects serving as inter-

action feedback are encouraged to be designed to originate from the point

of interaction on the screen. This way, changes in the interface are more

strongly associated to the interaction. Connectedness is even more empha-

sised by reacting with minimal delay.

2.2.2.2 Apple: Human Interface Guidelines

Apple provides several guidelines for designing for their products. These in-

clude the dedicated Human Interface Guidelines for OS X [2], iOS [1] and the

Apple Watch [3], all of which include a chapter for the design of animations

in the interface. Additionally, other sections concerning interaction design,

for example, are partly strongly related to animation design, as animation is

considered as an effective way of providing feedback, for instance.

Interaction, in fact, is what the majority of the content of the all three

guideline documents is associated with. The guidelines also seem to encour-

age direct interaction, and the iOS guidelines even mention, that animation

can ”enhance the sense of direct manipulation”. Figure 2.2 features an exam-

ple extracted from OS X guidelines. It depicts the duplication of a document

is animated so as if the new document springs from the existing one, illustrat-
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ing the two facts that a new document was just created and is now opened,

and that it was created basing on the existing one.

Figure 2.2: The animation of a document duplication operation in TextEdit

software for OS X. The created copy springs from the original document,

enhancing the impression of duplication.

Subtlety in applying animation is encouraged throughout the guidelines,

and excessive use of animation is discouraged. Using animation as the focus of

user experience should be avoided, and animating repeating, routine actions

is seen as unwelcome for users, forcing them to wait for the animation to

complete before continuing. As such, the guidelines seem to acknowledge the

drawbacks of animated content presented in literature.

Interestingly, the amount of individual guideline considerations is lowest

regarding the Apple Watch guidelines, with only few benefits and usage in-

structions presented, but stating that animation can ”communicate status

and provide feedback” and ”help people visualise the results of their actions”.

All of the three guidelines enclose these benefits, but the other two with

more detailed instructions for how to apply animation. Given that the iOS

an OS X are more richer environments in terms of features and the under-
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lying hardware, as well, the difference in animation guidelines is somewhat

understandable.

Addressing animation through what is considered realistic seems to be a

common aspect in guidelines of both Google and Apple. The fact, that the

word physics is used in both guidelines to describe the mechanics in which

animations are applied, is an example of conformance with cartoon anima-

tion principles. According to both guidelines, user interface objects should

establish consistent set of behaviour rules, through which their properties

and affordances can be interpreted and understood, and even anticipated.

2.2.3 Benefits and drawbacks of animation

Animation in user interfaces should be designed properly, as inappropriately

applied animation can actually worsen the experience of using an interface

[49]. Using animation in an interface might therefore be risky, especially if

it is applied in unique, uncommon ways. Proper design, on the other hand,

takes time as a web software interface is static by default, and animation

design therefore always extra work on top. And to embody the design in

an application, animated content has to be implemented to function across

different types of situations of use, devices and platforms.

In addition to design and development, animation takes time to playback,

which a recognised problem in literature [8]. An animation effect needs to

play slow enough for it to be easy to notice and for a user to understand

the message it should convey. However, the time consumed for playback

becomes a problem if it is also waiting time, and as such hinders further

interaction with the application until the effect has finished. Transitions

can also affect the interaction space of an application, and therefore a new

interaction might not be possible without a transition first completing. A

transition, where a whole screen of an application changes from one view to

another, is an example of such an effect.

Waiting for animations to complete is an acknowledged problem, and has

motivated research to discover ways to tackle the issue [6]. On the basis

of reliance on network connections, waiting time is something commonly

encountered in web applications. Waiting for animations to complete adds

even more waiting to such an environment, which affects overall experience.

On the other hand, animations can effectively be used to mask waiting time

caused by network connections by visualising the progress of waiting. With

carefully applied animation effects, waiting time can even appear shorter

than without animation effects [21, 35].
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Task completion speed is something animation seems to have an evident

effect on in certain situations. Animating scrolling a page has been observed

to reduce task error rates and completion time [28]. For zooming interac-

tions, animating the viewport change caused by zooming has been observed

to reduce search task completion time to approximately half compared to

zooming without any transition [42].

If applied in a correct manner, animated representations can also facilitate

learning to an extent, but are not necessarily systematically better than

static representations of same phenomena [31]. Similar findings have been

observed in the context of decision making [18]. Therefore, a key principle

in animation design is to decide whether animation can provide additional

value for activities, or not. If it can, then the resulting benefits still highly

depend on whether the animation effects are designed to fit the specific case.

Some general principles can be drawn from the discussed literature. The

ideas behind the congruence and apprehension principles [52] conform to

the principles of cartoon animation [12] and establishing ”laws of animation

physics” [19] for an application. These principles seem to form a basic set

of rules for animation design. As such, they do not provide a designer with

solutions, but a general direction to follow and to conform.

2.3 Methodological background

While interpretations on what is meant by and what can be counted as

animation vary, a user interface is a prerequisite for presenting interactive

animation. The way in which animations are addressed affects the selection

of suitable methods for studying them. This chapter outlines ways in which

animations have been studied and how their effects have been addressed. It

also presents the methodological background for the approach taken by this

study.

2.3.1 Measuring animation effects

Regarding animation effects in interactive user interfaces, a common ap-

proach to animations in research is measuring the effects of animation through

objective performance indicators, such as the speed and error rate of task

completion [6, 8, 13, 42, 43, 48]. Typical examples of task types include

searching tasks and decision-making tasks, where animation effects are ap-

plied to a user interface through which the tasks are completed. A non-
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animated version of the interface can be used as a control-interface.

Another common approach in literature is to address effects of animations

through more subjective measurements, such as personal preference and ex-

perience. For example, Myers [35] measured the attitude of users towards an

interface in relation to whether or not a progress indicator was shown during

a controlled slow process. Harrison et al. [21], studying progress indicators

as well, measured the effect of an animation interpolation function to the

experienced speed of the process. The participants were presented with two

progress bar animations and instructed to choose the alternative that ”they

perceived as fastest”. An implication of the study is that through clever use

of animation, progress bars and their associated processes can be made ap-

pear faster. A similar study on how properties of animated transitions affect

the experienced speed is one by Huhtala et al. [26], where the varied prop-

erties were the interpolation function (easing) and the absolute speed of the

animation, along with adding a scaling effect to part of the transitions. The

user task was similar to the one used by Harrison et al., where users were

instructed to select the faster transitions of presented two.

Other evaluated effects in animation research include the effect on the

efficiency of an interface regarding learning [52], decision making [18] and

understanding hierarchical collections of information [8, 13, 15, 28, 42, 43].

These affects are commonly measured through performance indicators such

as task speed, error rate and, regarding especially the ability to understand

hierarchical collections of information, the ability of experiment subjects to

recall presented information.

Additionally, Thomas & Calder [49] measured, among other variables,

the personal preference of users regarding animation effects. Their hypothe-

ses examined whether users prefer an animated version of an interface over

a non-animated version, and whether they choose an evident level of ani-

mation when allowed to adjust it. After the adjustments, users answered a

questionnaire about user interface satisfaction and how they felt about the

interface.

2.3.2 Self-constructed experiment environments

Studying interactive animation effects requires a software user interface with

incorporated animation effects. A common way of studying animation effects

seems to be to utilise self-constructed environment tailored specifically for the

experiment in question. In such an environment, the software and animations

are implemented by authors of the study. The progress bar experiments by
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Myers [35] and Harrison et al. [21] are examples of studies utilising such

methods. While the construction of the environment is extra work for authors

of a study, such an approach has a number of benefits compared to utilising an

existing user interface originally serving other purposes than animation study.

A self-constructed environment provides the authors of the experiment with

full control over the featured functionality and helps ensure an equal starting

point for each participating user. Regarding the progress bar experiments,

a custom environment allowed to control essential properties of the progress

bar elements, such as the actual duration of a shown progress, which served as

a control value. This can be seen as providing the study with more credibility

in terms of allowing for more valid comparison of results between individual

users. It is essentially a question of eliminating distractions and ensuring

control over the actual variables in the study.

In some cases, such as experimenting with an unusual after-glow transi-

tion effect [6], building a custom environment is necessary in order to test a

solution that is not commonly utilised, or is a completely new type of design,

and cannot therefore be found in existing user interfaces. Even if such a fea-

ture is found in the user interface of an existing application, the application

might be difficult to adapt to the goals of the the study, if the use of the

application requires specific domain knowledge or is otherwise challenging

to access. When it comes to networked web applications, accessing them is

perhaps not as much of a challenge than the context and domain can be.

Regarding animation experiments, self-constructed environments have

also been used at least in experiments addressing zooming interfaces [42],

family-tree navigation [8, 42], document history navigation [13], information

seeking in a web environment [57], interaction aesthetics [14], transitions be-

tween user interface views [15], interaction with graphical components [33],

decision-making [18], perception of time [26], animated scrolling [28] and

online shopping [25, 47], with good results.

A few studies address existing software environments, such as video games

[54], which were originally built for other purposes than serving as a plat-

form for experiments. Existing web sites have also been studied [7, 46], but

with an approach of comparing their static implementations rather than con-

ducting user experiments on them. An observable trend within the field of

animation effects studies is, however, to utilise a more controlled approach

to experimenting, even though real environments could be thought of as

more realistic and conceptually closer to actual use cases than artificially

constructed environments, especially when it comes to animation effects and

their design.
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Therefore, it might seem that a problem of controlled experiments in self-

constructed environments is with the relevancy of results in relation to con-

crete applications. However, a self-constructed experiment is not necessarily

completely detached from a context. An example of such an experiment is

one by Huhtala et al. [26], where an artificial environment was constructed

for studying animated transitions in image browsing on mobile devices. Es-

sentially, the experiment addresses transitions between different views on a

screen. However, contextual relevance is provided by the fact that the exper-

iment task is in the form of browsing images - an activity often performed on

a mobile device. Therefore, the task in the experiment could be an activity

in an actual use case for mobile device.

Similar contextual elements can actually be found in some of the other

controlled experiments, for example by Chevalier et al. [13] and Klein &

Bederson [28], as well. Drawing upon this observation, a beneficial approach

to studying animations is likely to base strongly on a realistic use case but

with ensuring enough control over the observed variables in order to ensure

validity of results. Self-constructed environments remain therefore a possibly

valid option for conducting user experiments while maintaining a strong-

enough contextual binding [24].

2.3.3 Comparative testing

In addition to the type of the experiment environment, an essential element

of an experiment is the type of tasks introduced to users, as the task is what

reveals the differences in variables and allows to isolate an observed effect.

Comparison is a commonly utilised form of task in literature on animation

effects, especially with controlled experiments. An example of such method

is to show the participating users two versions of an animation and then ask

the user to choose one over the other with regards to a certain perceived

property of the animation, an approach taken by Harrison et al. [21].

The comparison between two versions of an interactive system can be per-

formed on a larger scale, as well. Bederson & Boltman [8] used an animated

and a non-animated version of a user interface in order to study the effect of

animation on the ability of users to form mental maps of spatial information.

In such an experiment, however, comparison between the versions cannot be

done per task. In other words, users first need to perform all tasks using

the first version and only then switch to the other version, as the experiment

evaluates the interface as a whole. In their experiment, Bederson & Boltman

had all of the users perform all of the tasks on first version of the interface,
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and after this, on the other version. Half of the users started with the an-

imated version and half of the users started with the non-animated version

of the user interface.

Other examples include Hartman et al. [22], who studied the effect of

aesthetics factors in relation to user interface quality by utilising ”playful”

and ”serious” versions of a user interface, with same information content

available in both types. Animation effects were, among others, left out from

the ”serious” version of the interface, thus the study serves as an example of

a comparison experiment with animated content, as well.

In cases where entire systems or interfaces are tested, the primary tasks

of users may be related with the interface instead of the goal of performing

comparison. In other words, users could be presented with an interface and

a task that needs to be completed using the interface, and users might not

be aware of what is actually measured regarding their performance. On the

other hand, in cases where comparison is done between lower level tasks, such

as choosing between two alternatives, users have a distinctively different role.

In this context, an example of a lower level task comparison would be the

progress bar experiments by Harrison et al. In addition to experiments by

Bederson & Boltmann and Hartmann et al., zooming interface experiments

by Shanmugasundaram & Irani [42] are again examples of cases where a

whole user interface is under comparison.

2.3.4 Automated and remote testing

In comparative experiments where comparison is task-based, recording the

choices of users with the help of software allows for gathering of accurate and

systematically formatted data about the results, something that helps in the

analysis. Additionally, in controlled experiments, automating the stages of an

experiment with software helps to ensure equal circumstances and objective

experience for each user, helping to rule out the effects of unwanted variables.

Automation of testing can also have other benefits besides better con-

trol. Through the use of software, rich data about user interactions and

application state can be logged without affecting the normal operation of an

application. This can be achieved for example by incorporating logging fea-

tures in an existing application [25, 30]. The resulting data can be useful for

further improving the interface by allowing to detect software failures [17],

for example.

While data gathering is automated and independent of the authors of

the experiment, the whole experiment can also be performed remotely and
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asynchronously [11]. Testing of user interfaces in such way introduces a

number of contextual and practical considerations, though.

When testing is not restricted to a laboratory environment, users are

able to use the system under test in real-world situations. This contextual

difference has made remote asynchronous testing a subject of interest in

the field of usability [5, 11, 39, 55]. However, more realistic use can result

in less control over the situations in which the tested application is used,

which in turn can be a challenge in terms of drawing conclusions based on

the gathered data. For example, the use of mobile applications involves

significant contextual factors [30], which can greatly affect the usability of an

application [55], as the use of mobile devices covers a large number of different

situations. While automatically logged interaction data can provide better

inside on how an application is used, it can fail to address problems related

with factors apart from the application, such as problems with using the

device itself [55]. Therefore, it seems that it is difficult to see remote testing

as a replacement to controlled tests conducted in a laboratory environment.

2.3.4.1 Practical considerations

In terms of practical arrangements, remote testing can provide a number of

benefits. While testing is freed from temporal and spatial restrictions, less

time can be consumed in arranging the sessions. If the test is fully automated

and the objective merely to log usage data, users need not even be aware of it.

An example of such a case could be the incorporation of a logging mechanism

into a web application, such as an online shop. In such a case, users would

use the service normally, but the results from gathered data could help in

development of the application [29].

Additionally, the recruitment of participants for experiments with con-

trolled elements can be easier, if participating does not require special actions.

For example, if the tested system is accessible remotely through the Internet,

users may not need to travel in order to participate, as opposed to testing

in a laboratory. For experiments aiming for a large number of total users,

enabling participation through web can greatly help in reaching a significant

amount of participants [29]. On the other hand, inclusion of controlled ele-

ments, such as predefined user tasks or a self-constructed test environment,

may require additional effort from the authors of an experiment.

Some challenges have been identified by Komarov et al. [29] based on

their experiences in using crowdsourcing services to recruit users for online

experiments. The listed challenges outline some significant characteristics of
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remote, online and asynchronous experiments which we feel are important.

First, if users are required to perform predefined actions in the user interface,

the experiment needs to be carefully designed in order to ensure instruction

comprehension. During the actual test session no help can be provided by the

authors of the experiment, if users were to face problems with the interface.

Users can also perform unexpected actions, such as skipping parts of the

experiment, which means the experiment application needs to be able to

handle different situations.

Another observation listed by Komarov et al. is that while experiment

authors may have little or no control over the users in a remote asynchronous

experiment compared to one in a laboratory, much less information about

the users is received, as well. This problem is identified also by Bruun et

al. [11]. Therefore, the experiment should account for age- and input device-

related differences, such as input performance. Otherwise, the reliability of

results comparison between users might suffer. The heterogeneity of input

devices can be a notable factor especially regarding mobile applications [55].

Komarov et al. also mention implementation issues related with hardware

and software performance, as well as network and connection issues, as factors

to account for in the experiment. Preparing for such issues calls for a robust

mechanism for ruling out significantly outlying results in order to ensure

high quality of the data and results. One way to help in this task, according

to Komarov et al., is to encourage users to report problems honestly. For

example, if users are provided something in return for participating, they

should be emphasised that their performance in the experiment does not

affect the reward.

2.3.5 Study context

One summarising note on animation effects and their design is that anima-

tion requires a great deal of effort, and might not in many cases even be

appropriate. As such, the approach of experimenting in realistic situations

seems justified for testing animation effects on the basis of the added contex-

tual benefits. However, this observation also introduces a problem regarding

the practicalities of testing, as the validity of results regarding animations

are similarly restricted to the chosen specific context.

Regarding usability testing, tests performed in context, ”in the field”,

might not always be worth the extra effort [27]. It is also questionable,

whether remote automated tests produce results that are of high enough

quality in proportion to the effort required to organise the tests.
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However, a contextual approach is motivated by, for example, the reason-

ing for the approach of contextual inquiry [9]. While it is evident that the

design of animated transitions is by no means a trivial task in a given con-

text, studying how animated transitions are perceived is not, either. There

is no denying that experiments in a controlled laboratory environment cer-

tainly provide interesting results on animation effects, but in light of how

context-dependent the appropriateness of applying animation effects seems

to be, it is surprising that few studies seem to take the experiments into the

field, where all of the animation effects are experienced in reality.

Observations in literature [14, 22] have shown, that the personal pref-

erence of a type of user interface is both context-dependent and content-

dependent. Engaging display of content might be preferred by users in case

of a certain type of content, but this observation is not generalisable to every

type of content.

Additionally, one summarising note on animation effects and their design

is that animation requires a lot of design effort, and might not in many

cases even be appropriate. As such, reliance on generalising results can be

considered a somewhat questionable approach to animation design in general.

A more justified approach would therefore be one where animation effects are

designed per a specific use case or context.



Chapter 3

User study: approach and meth-

ods

On the basis of the reviewed literature, an empirical analysis was conducted in

order to address the research questions. This chapter describes the objectives

and methods used in the analysis, as well as the motivation and reasoning for

the design of the study. The empirical analysis consisted of a user study with

two-parts: a contextual study regarding the use of animations, and a survey

addressing user preference regarding the properties of animations. The final

design of the study was the result of an initial study being validated and

developed based on the results from a pilot study.

3.1 Contextual approach

The empirical analysis examined animations in the context of online shop-

ping. In principle, retail web sites are means of business and therefore as-

sociated with an incentive to attract users and provide an experience that

leads to a purchase. As animations can be attractive and used for focusing

attention, online shopping should provide a useful ground for studying their

applicability and use within a practical case.

For example, the results of a study by Hong et al. [25] indicate that an

animated object on a retail web site is more likely to be noticed and interacted

with compared to a non-animated object. While the studied effects included

mainly non-interactive blinking of brand names and products on a static

web page view, the animations still had a positive effect on attracting user

attention. In other words, animation affected the overall user experience and

user behaviour.

36
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Additionally, interactive features in general have been observed to be ben-

eficial in online shops [41, 47]. While literature on animation effects supports

the idea that users can experience animation as enjoyable [49] and that an-

imation can be used to support interactive features, studying animations as

a part of interactive features in online shopping sites seems relevant.

Therefore, the empirical part of this thesis addresses applying interactive

animation effects into an existing online shop environment, with the agenda

of discovering ways in which animation effects affect a shopping experience,

compared to an online shop without animation effects. Additionally, founda-

tions for the successful or non-successful application of animations is studied

by means of a preference survey, the purpose of which is to provide insight

on what kind of properties do users find favourable in animated transitions,

much in the way introduced by Thomas & Calder [49].

3.1.1 Dimensions of animated content

Regarding the empirical analysis, animated content is studied in terms of an-

imated transitions. In other words, animations that do not count as transi-

tions (see 2.1.3) are not in the scope. Regarding the way animated transitions

are experienced, the study was designed to examine animated transitions

within two dimensions:

1. Having animated transitions applied as opposed to not having any tran-

sitions.

2. The properties of animated transitions that are experienced as most

pleasant.

On the basis of the theoretical analysis, the two dimensions would seem to

address common ambiguousness related with designing animated transitions

in web interfaces. The first and second part of the analysis mainly focus on

the respective dimensions. However, both parts of the analysis do address

both dimension, only with a different emphasis.

A goal of the study was to examine the effect of applying animated tran-

sitions into an interface and changing it in no other way. In the context of

online shopping, the interface and visuals can affect buying behaviour [25],

for instance. As animated transitions need to be designed and applied sepa-

rately, an application where no animations are applied can serve as a control.

In addition to examining transitions with an ”on/off” approach, the playback
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properties affect how an animation is perceived and should therefore be ad-

dressed, as well. A transition too quick can go unnoticed and a transition

too long can hinder further interaction.

3.1.2 Motivation for applying animated transitions

The animated transitions used in the contextual study are based on the

perceptive properties of human vision and the design guidelines of Google

and Apple regarding animations and transitions and their specific properties.

In other words, the goal was to design the presented animations in such a way

that it would be entirely possible for a user to notice them, while exercising

discretion in order to not have them stand out from the non-animated version

excessively much.

The animations selected for the preference survey are based on the ob-

served cases for applying animation into simple interactions in web applica-

tions. All of the animations in the preference survey also appear in the online

shopping site used in the contextual experiment. However, being a part of

the survey where user is explicitly instructed to focus attention on them, the

animation effects are not presented in a realistic context.

3.2 Methods

For both parts of the empirical study, self-constructed environments were

used, as on the basis of the literature review, it is possible to simulate a

realistic context with self-constructed environments.

3.2.1 Online shopping experience

The experience of online shopping was simulated with a fictitious web site

developed by applying modifications on top of an existing web site using

software scripts run locally. This method is a variation of one used by Zhao

& Roy Dholakia [41, 58] for experimenting with online shopping.

The motivation for deciding to use an existing shopping web site as a

basis for the site used in the tests is twofold. Firstly, the existing web site

architecture was believed to help provide the test users with a convincing

simulation experience. Product details, search, special offers and customer

reviews, for instance, were all realistic, and the products for sale and their

prices were real, as well. Secondly, the site has been in real use, which means
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that the site and its features are constantly being validated by actual users.

This fact was believed to help ensure that the tested interface would function

somewhat decently in terms of shop features such as browsing for and viewing

the details of products for sale.

Two versions of the custom site were implemented. The first version was

to include no or as few as possible animated transitions, while the second

version was to be rich with animated transitions. The goal was to introduce

no other differences between the two online shops apart from the animated

content.

3.2.1.1 Custom shopping web site

The existing implementation of a Finnish retail web site Verkkokauppa.com

was used as a basis for the test environment. A simplified version of the

original store was created. The simplification was a matter of practicality

and of eliminating unnecessary distractions. For example, the original store

application displayed numerous advertisement components, some of which

were animated. Studying these animations was, however, not in the scope

of this study, as they did not count as having an effect to application state

changes or user interactions in a manner animated transitions are. The name

and branding of the original web site were removed and changed in order to

enhance the impression of the web site being a new experience for the test

users and, on the other hand, to minimise the effect of brand awareness on

the results of the experiment. All links to contact information were also

removed, as they would have revealed the original brand. While care was

taken to remove the branding, it was acknowledged that users familiar with

the brand could possibly identify the origin of the web site nevertheless.

In the original version of the store a user would have had to log in or

register in order to be able to finish the purchasing transaction. For the test

version, login and account registering possibilities were removed altogether,

as it was possible to shop without these actions. In order to be able to simu-

late a complete purchasing experience, however, the possibility of a purchase

was deemed necessary during the test session, as well. Therefore, a custom

purchasing logic was implemented to simulate a complete purchase. Instead

of requiring users to provide their payment details at checkout, though, the

custom store offered a button labelled ”Buy” visible in the shopping cart

section of the store. Clicking the button simulated an immediate purchasing

action, after which the user was shown a custom message about a successful

transaction along with faked delivery details. A similar approach regarding
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simulating a purchase transaction was used by Hong et al. [25], for example.

Example screens of the default front pages of both the original and the

simplified version can be seen in figure A.2. Visible in the figures are still the

main elements of interactive shopping web sites, described by Zhao & Roy

Dholakia [58]. All of the attributes were not present originally, and additional

attributes, such as order status tracking, were removed for the simplified

version. A detailed description of the attributes in both the original and

simplified version is presented in table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Eight attributes of interactive shopping web sites according to

Zhao & Roy Dholakia [58] presented according to whether an attribute was

present in the original version of the used shopping site, and whether it was

still present in the simplified version of the site.

Web site attribute Original Simplified

Customer feedback and com-

ments

YES YES

Online ordering system YES YES

Order status tracking YES NO

Key word search YES YES

Personalisation NO NO

Visual reality display NO NO

Customer communication NO NO

Navigation YES YES

3.2.1.2 Comparative testing approach

Two versions of the customised shopping web site were used, much follow-

ing the practice of Bederson & Boltman [8]. For the first version, version

A, the presence of animated transitions was minimised as an effort to pro-

duce as static an application as possible. Respectively, for version B, the

amount of animated transitions was increased by applying a number cus-

tomary transitions to a number of user interactions. However, as the base

web site consisted mainly of separate static web pages, the animated version

of the site was also static in terms of navigation.

A test participant was presented with one of the two customised versions

of the online store and a task to perform using the store. Their performance
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and comments during the task were observed. This way, the goal was to

capture the differences in task performance and user experience. These dif-

ferences could then be traced to the presence or absence of the different types

of animated transitions in the online store interface.

The description below lists the interactions that differed between versions

A and B. All of the interactions are regarded indirect manipulation [48] inter-

actions, as they are performed through button elements, both visually and

semantically, and buttons do not have a natural associated action even in

the context of a physical button. Incorporating direct interaction into the

interface was not considered a reasonable option, as it would have required

significantly more effort in terms of customising the web site. Indirect inter-

actions associated with buttons were also already widely utilised in the base

web site.

Hover. (Hov) When moving the mouse cursor on top of text elements with

associated actions, the elements are scaled up in order to indicate an

interaction possibility.

Add to cart. (Cart) When an item was added to the shopping cart, a copy

of the price tag of the item is translated from the location of the tag to

on top of the shopping cart, and a notification is shown about adding

the item to the shopping cart.

Access product details. (Prd) Clicking a product card takes the user to

a product details page. Upon clicking the a product, its image is scaled

up and faded out quickly.

Product images. (Brw) Browsing product images is animated by switching

between the images with a translation transition.

Enlarging product images. (Scl) Clicking on a product image on the

product details page scales the product image to a larger size using

a transition.

Shopping cart editing. (Del) Removing an item from the shopping cart

is animated by fading out the removed item.

All of the animated transitions used in the online shopping environment

were played back using an ’ease-out’ type of easing, where a majority of the

effect is applied at an early stage of the animation regarding the duration

of the playback. The durations of the animated transitions were kept at
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about 400 milliseconds except the Cart effect (800ms), which was given a

longer duration based on the experiences and comments during the pilot

study. With the original duration of 400ms the Cart effect was considered so

quick that piloting users felt they had difficulties understanding what really

happened.

3.2.2 Preference survey

The contextual survey was complemented with a user survey on animation

preference regarding 4 different mouse interactions where animation could be

applied to visualise the interaction. The interactions were performed on a

single image or a collection of images. Altogether three different images were

used in the survey. For each interaction, the user was allowed to freely adjust

two properties of an associated animation: the duration of the animation and

the playback style (easing) of the animation.

The adjustment interface is depicted in figure A.1. The duration property

was adjusted through a standard HTML range slider input on the left panel

with possible input values restricted between 0 and 2000. However, this

selection was presented in the user interface as the animation ”speed” as

opposed to ”duration”, which was therefore actually inversely proportional

to the value selected by a user. The input speed value ranging from 0 to 2000

was mapped to animation duration using a subtraction operation (3.1):

duration = maxDuration− inputSpeed (3.1)

where maxDuration = 2000 (ms) and inputSpeed = [0, 2000] (ms), depending

on the user selection.

For the easing style of an animation, the survey offered three choices,

explained in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Animated transition playback styles used in the survey

Playback style Description

LINEAR The phase of a transition depends linearly on time.

EASE-IN The relation of the phase of a transition to time is

exponential.

EASE-OUT The relation of the phase of a transition to time is

inversely exponential.
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3.2.2.1 Scaling

A scaling effect was presented on a clickable image. Upon clicking, the image

would scale either up or down, alternating between two sizes.

3.2.2.2 2-dimensional translation

A two-dimensional translation effect was applied on a clickable image. Upon

clicking, the image would translate to the right side of the application screen

and increase the value of a counter upon reaching final position.

3.2.2.3 Hiding and revealing

Hide and reveal animation was encompassed into an image-browsing window

showing one of three images. The visible image could be changed by clicking

one of two arrows below the window. An animation would then play repre-

senting the switch from one image to another using combination of horizontal

(1-dimensional) translation.

3.2.2.4 Deletion

The disappearance, or deletion, of an object was simulated by showing three

clickable images, each of which fading to the background upon a click. Once

each image was deleted, they were instantly made visible again in order to

allow further interaction.

3.3 Users

Users were not selected based on their experiences in online shopping, but

their background was addressed during the study in order to help analyse the

results. Users were also not mentioned anything related with animations, but

told that the purpose was to study online shopping and the shop interface.

In the online shopping experience study, users were given a shopping task

to complete. They were first asked whether they currently had anything in

mind that they needed to buy, and then told to try to buy that from the

provided online shop. If the users did not need anything at the time of the

study, they were provided with a scenario for buying a mobile phone, since

that is a device everyone had experience with a bought at some point, so

they were easily oriented to the task.
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3.4 Process

The empirical analysis was started with a pilot study, after which the actual

test sessions were carried out, each starting with the contextual part of online

shopping, followed by the preference survey. This section provides a detailed

description of the preparation and execution of each section of the study.

1. Pilot study

2. Test sessions

Contextual study

Preference survey

Originally, the preference survey was planned to be published online and

to be completed by any users individually. However, based on the pilot study

and experiments, the context and tasks seemed difficult to understand merely

with the help of written instructions provided in the beginning of the survey.

Therefore, the survey was appended to the contextual study.

3.4.1 Pilot study

Prior to user sessions of the actual study, the design and implementation of

both the online shopping task and the preference survey were validated in

altogether three pilot sessions. The pilot sessions were carried out in a pro-

gressively developing manner, as changes were immediately applied based

on the results of a previous session. In other words, the test session was

iteratively developed in three cycles. Additionally, the structure and imple-

mentation of a test session were more openly discussed afterwards in the pilot

sessions than in the actual test sessions. Users were asked to comment on

the design of the session and encouraged to present improvements. The users

participating in the pilot sessions were therefore ruled out from the possible

participants of the actual study, having possibly acquired too good an insight

on what is relevant about the study. The goal in the actual study was not to

directly guide a user to focus their attention on the animations during the

online shopping task at the beginning of the session.

The pilot study sessions proved useful, resulting in numerous changes to

the online shopping task presentation, preference survey layout and how the

interview questions were asked. These changes are discussed in detail in the

relevant sections.
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3.4.2 Test session design and preparations

The test sessions were held at the home of each participant, as it was a natural

context to access an online shop. Additionally, the context of home was

believed to reduce excitement about the experiment and ensure as relaxed

an environment as possible for the experiment.

3.4.2.1 Hardware and software

Test software was run on a 13” Macbook Pro laptop with Internet connection.

For both sections of the study, a 24” external display connected to the laptop

was used, plus a standard mouse device and an Apple wireless keyboard. In

other words, users were not physically interacting with the laptop running

the test software.

Mozilla Firefox was selected as the browser to run the tests on, as it

seemed to playback the animations particularly fast and smoothly. The

browser was running in a ”full screen mode”, where operating system -specific

toolbars were mostly hidden in order to normalise the experience between

participants.

A browser plug-in applications called Greasemonkey was used for apply-

ing changes on the online store. The basic functioning logic was that custom

JavaScript code was run by the browser on the page after loading the page.

This procedure provided a flexible method to apply changes on the page.

3.4.3 Test session structure

The participants were explained that the goal was to study online shopping,

but were not mentioned anything about animations or transitions. The ex-

pectation was, therefore, that the participants did not know to explicitly

focus their attention on the animation, but on the given task.

Each test session followed a similar structure.

1. Briefing the user with the purpose of the study

2. Presenting the user with the task and equipment

3. Asking the user whether they have any questions

4. Observing while the user performed the task

5. Notifying the user about the completion of the task
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6. Interviewing the user about the experience

7. Presenting the user with the second version of the online store

8. Observing while the user performed the task

9. Interviewing the user about the other experience

10. Asking the user to decide between the two interfaces

11. Presenting the user to the animation preference survey

12. Observing while the user answered the preference survey

13. Discussing the experiment and that actually the animation effects were

what was under examination

Each participant was given a shopping task to perform in the first part of

the study. Users were asked whether they currently had anything they needed

to buy that could possibly be found in the test environment for purchase. If

this was the case, a user was instructed to try to buy what they were looking

for. If the user was not currently in need of anything that could possibly

be found from the test environment, they were provided with a scenario of

being in need of a new mobile phone, as phones are something most people

possess and have used, and could be found a plethora of in the tested online

shop catalogue.

Users were explained regarding their task that they should end up buying

a phone from the provided online shop, and that they should consider the

options as if they were actually buying the phone. Additionally, users were

encouraged to think aloud [5, 27, 36, 53] as much as they felt comfortable

with while performing the task. Other than that, users were not instructed

in any way regarding what they should do.

During the task, users were observed with focus especially on how they

handled interactions with animation effects applied or left out. After com-

pleting the task, users were asked how they felt about the interface and

whether they felt they had problems with something. Before opening dis-

cussion about animation effects, though, users were given another shopping

task in the other of the two shop versions. For the other shop version, users

were provided with another type of scenario and a shopping task to com-

plete. Additionally, users were specifically told that there despite the fact

that the two presented versions of the shop might seem very similar, there

are differences between them. Nothing about the nature of the differences
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were said, though. Once again, users were instructed to think aloud while

proceeding with completing the shopping task.

After completing the second shopping task, users were again asked about

their experience. Additionally, users were asked about the difference between

the presented two versions of the interface, and which one would they rather

use for shopping. If a user claimed she did not notice any difference between

the two versions of the shopping site, she was still asked about the favourite

one. In the end of the online shopping experience part of the study, users were

explained that the two versions of the site differed in terms of the animated

transitions. Each custom transition was explained and shown, after which

preference of the user was asked. After going through the interface with

users, they were asked about which version of the shop they would prefer,

now that they knew and had been shown the difference. They were also

asked to motivate their choice.

The contextual section of the experiment was followed by the preference

survey. Users were presented with the experiment interface and explained

that they should try playing the animation and adjusting the animation

properties in order to see in practice and understand how they affect. After

users told they felt confident with the adjustment interface, they were shown

the first actual animation and instructed to adjust the properties to what

they felt produced the most pleasing effect.

After feeling they had found the optimal property values, users were in-

structed to move to the next section of the survey, and to go through all of

the remaining animations, until finally submitting their answers.

3.4.4 Gathering results

3.4.4.1 Online shopping experience

Results from the online shopping task were gathered mainly by observing

and taking notes on paper. The audio for each test session was recorded

as a backup for the notes taken during the session. Recording video was

considered, as well, but the awareness of a video recorder was deemed too

distracting a factor for the participants during the test session.

3.4.4.2 Preference survey

As the preference survey was taken immediately after the shopping experi-

ence section, handwritten notes served as an efficient information gathering

technique during the preference survey, as well. Additionally, user actions in
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the browser during the preference survey were recorded at software level as

action log entries. Table 3.3 describes the types of interaction events and log

entries that were recorded.

Table 3.3: User interactions recorded by the preference survey software.

Interaction event Type of recorded value

User changes the value of animation

duration

Log selected new duration

value (ms)

User changes the value of animation

playback style

Log selected new easing

type

User clicks a picture to playback an an-

imation

Log current section and

click

User clicks a navigation button in order

to move to another section of the survey

Log navigation and new sec-

tion

The described log entries allowed to observe the interactions of the user

with different types of animations and provided data, for instance, about

which values a user experimented with on a certain animation and what

were the final animation properties selected by the users.



Chapter 4

User study: results

This chapter describes the data gathered during user sessions and outlines the

results of the study. Conclusive implications are discussed in the following

chapter.

The empirical study involved altogether 12 users. 4 users participated the

pilot study and 8 users participated the actual final version study, consisting

of the online shopping experiment and the animation preference survey.

The pilot study was conducted in 3 sessions; first two with one user and

the third with two users simultaneously. As a result of the pilot study, the

shopping tasks remained largely unchanged on the basis that all 4 users of

the pilot study understood the tasks and were able to complete the purchases

using the modified interface.

Additionally, the pilot study aimed to validate the structure and content

of the animation preference survey. In its first form, all users had difficulties

with understanding the survey and its purpose in general. As a result, the

survey was explained more carefully in the actual study, and users were

allowed to experiment with the interface in order to feel comfortable, before

starting to answer.

4.1 Participant backgrounds

All participants were computer-literate and aged 24 to 62. Participants had

different backgrounds regarding online shopping. They were asked at the

end of the session whether they had previous experience on buying online.

Ordering a product online and paying while picking it up at a collection

point was considered buying online. In other words, in order for a purchase

to qualify as an online purchase, it had to have been made online.

49
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Table 4.1 shows participants labelled from A to H, their backgrounds,

and whether they recognised the original Verkkokauppa.com site on top of

which the experiment application was built. All but one participant, B, had

previously bought something online. All but participants B and F recognised

the shop the experiment was built upon. Recognition here refers to identi-

fying the original Verkkokauppa.com brand or the site, despite the effort to

hide all references to the original brand in the experiment. Recognition was

inquired at the end of the online shopping part in a user session.

Table 4.1: Experiment participants and their background information, indi-

cating whether a participant had previously bought something online, and

whether they recognised the original shop the experimented version was based

on.

Participant Previously bought online Recognised shop

A YES YES

B NO NO

C YES YES

D YES YES

E YES YES

F YES NO

G YES YES

H YES YES

All participants were able to complete purchases within the given tasks

without requiring external assistance. Even participant B, who had no pre-

vious experience in buying online, had no difficulties in understanding the

concepts and mechanics of the experimented shop, and managed to complete

the purchase.

4.2 Online shopping experience

Of the 8 users participating in the final study, 4 started the online shopping

experience part with the animated version of the experiment application, and

the other 4 started with the non-animated version. The version for a given

participant was selected randomly, but so, that the experiment was started

with an equal amount of both versions.
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4.2.1 Qualitative data analysis approach

During the 8 user sessions, comments by users and observations regarding

their actions were recorded as notes. Altogether 251 comments and obser-

vations were recorded. These data were then combined and analysed as

individual notes in the context of a session, and curated into categories rep-

resenting the type of content of a note. The notes were categorised into 9

emergent categories, which are summarised in table 4.2. Notes were then

further analysed within their applicable categories and in the context of the

user a note was regarding. The amounts of gathered notes in each category

are shown in figure 4.1.

The categorisation served to help in the analysis of the content within

the notes. Not all notes were directly relevant for the study. A total of 16

comments of users were related with implementation-specific details, such as

the provided ability to seemingly complete a purchase without the require-

ment to provide any payment details. These situations were the result of

simplifying the shop interface in terms of removing references to the original

branding, for example, and needed therefore to be analysed in light of that

fact.

The notes also enclosed altogether 51 problems the users encountered

with the interface. Some of them, though not all, were interpreted as being

related with implementation-specific details. In other words, they would not

necessarily have emerged in the case of a real online shop. For example,

users B and F saw the absence of contact information as a problem, for they

would have wanted to know more about the site background. Regarding the

problems, users also presented suggestions for improvements in the interface.

Observed reactions to features in the user interface were also categorised

based on whether they indicated a positive reaction or a negative reaction. A

positive reaction indicated positive feelings and opinions, such as satisfaction

and relief. Negative reactions, again, indicated negative feelings and opinions,

such as frustration. Reactions considered neutral were given neither of the

two categories. A positive reaction is for example: ”The product categories in

this shop seem very nice”. Examples of negative reactions included: ”There’s

too much information included in the product cards”.

89 comments were associated with details of the underlying shop, instead

of directly addressing the interface. For example, users D and E commented

on the prices of the products and the products themselves.

60 notes were associated as being related directly to animation effects in

the interface. A note could have been associated with this category even if
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it concerned the non-animated version of the interface, as notes could also

relate to observations and comments caused by the absence of animation

effects. For example, user G commented on the non-animated version after

adding an item to the shopping cart, that ”did [the item] go there? I’m not

sure, [the application interface] didn’t show any confirmation”.

Finally, notes were categorised based on whether they were associated

with the animated or non-animated version of the store. 10 of 251 notes

were associated with both interfaces, and hence given both categories. 24

notes were related with neither the animated nor the non-animated version,

and therefore given neither. Examples of such notes include comments about

how users described their previous shopping experiences. For example, user

G stated, that ”Ordering online is usually a bit risky, because one does not

know for sure whether the products arrive or not”.

Table 4.2: Comments by users and observations were categorised into 9 emer-

gent categories.

Category Description

Implementation-

specific

Notes related to the implementation details

of the study environment.

Problem Notes that indicated a problem a user en-

countered with the interface.

Suggestion for im-

provement

User comments that suggested improvements

to the interface.

Positive Notes expressing positive feelings, such as joy

and satisfaction, towards the interface.

Negative Notes expressing negative feelings, such as

discontent and frustration, towards the in-

terface.

Shop-related Notes that described a user reaction to a shop

feature or brand.

Animation Notes that could directly be associated to an-

imation effects and transitions.

Animated interface Notes related with the animated version of

the interface.

Non-animated inter-

face

Notes related with non-animated version of

the interface.
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Figure 4.1: Total amount of notes by category.
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Figure 4.2: Total amount of notes by participant.
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The amount of notes per a user seemed to correlate with the time spent

with each user. While a longer session time meant the users had more time

to comment on the interface, some users, such as A and D, were generally

more talkative and seemed to have strong opinions about the interface.

4.2.2 Category analysis

Both the animated and non-animated versions of the interface received pos-

itive and negative remarks, and both induced problems during use. The

amounts of positive and negative notes per both interfaces is visualised in

figure 4.3. Additionally, figure 4.3 shows the amount of each types of notes

that were additionally given the category animation. The animated ver-

sion of the tested interface was associated with the highest amount (67) of

positive notes, which is about double the respective amount (33) for the non-

animated version. Interestingly, the non-animated version was associated

with only one note with the categories positive and animation, while the an-

imated version was associated with 23. The respective relative proportions

of positive animation -related notes are thus 34% and 3%.

Regarding notes categorised as negative, the amount for the non-animated

version (40) was slightly higher than for the animated version (33). The

proportion of negative notes associated also with animations was higher for

the animated version (48%) than for the non-animated version (28%).

4.2.3 Subjective difference in application versions

2 out of 8 users told they noticed a difference between the two versions of the

test interface (table 4.3). When asked about the difference, both users named

animated transitions, and added that the other version of the interface did

not feature them. In other words, their observations conformed to the actual

differences. The other 6 participants, who did not notice any significant dif-

ference, were explained the differences and then asked which interface they

would prefer. All 6 preferred the animated version. The reasons for choosing

the animated version were surprisingly similar with all 6 users, as a com-

mon comment was that the animated transitions ”make it easier to see what

I’m doing and help acknowledge that the system is responding”. For exam-

ple, subject A, who did not claim to have noticed any difference between

the two shopping sites, told after being explained, that ”now that he under-

stood and saw the difference, he would rather use the animated version of the

store”. He also added, that animations ”give interactions a meaning and help
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comprehend the results”. Note, however, that the reasoning was given after

explaining the difference between the animated and non-animated versions

and therefore possibly biased by the explanation regarding the difference.

Both of the users who noticed the change, namely users D and G, were

first shown the non-animated version. In other words, none of the users, who

were shown the animated version first, could name the difference.

4.2.4 Subjective preference in transitions

At the end of the sessions, users were asked about the different animated

transitions that were included in the animated version of the interface. Dur-

ing the shopping tasks, users hardly commented on these transitions. For

the 6 users who did not notice any differences between the version, this is

somewhat understandable and expected. With regards to content, their com-

ments did not significantly differ from the comments of users D and G, who

noticed the difference. Even though users A-C, E, F and H could not name

the difference, their sessions produced notes that were associated with the

category animation. This is because the transitions were observed to influ-
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Table 4.3: Test users and their preference regarding the two versions of the

test interface.

Participant Version shown first Noticed a difference Preference

A animated no animated

B animated no animated

C animated no animated

D non-animated yes animated

E animated no animated

F non-animated no animated

G non-animated yes animated

H non-animated no animated

ence the way users interacted with the application. This might mean, that

the users might have noticed some of the transitions, but could not notice

them missing in the other version.

Users commented on the usefulness of each transition and whether or

not they would prefer to include it in the interface, or whether they felt

they had no opinion. According to the summarised results of preference

shown in table 4.4, the Hov, Del and Scl effects were somewhat preferred,

while the Cart and Prd effects, for example, divided opinions. The opinions

regarding the Brw effect, on the other hand, were somewhat indifferent. No

user preferred to have all of the transitions, with user D being closest to

this by preferring all but the Cart effect. All users preferred to have at least

some transitions. Users A and F were relatively the most indifferent and open

about the transitions, while user D had an opinion on all of the transitions.

While almost everyone had at least some indifference of opinion regarding

the animations, users A, D and G, for example, had relatively strong opinions

on the presented transitions. After explaining the applied transition effects,

user A commented regarding the Del transition, that:

”That [’Del’ transition] is an example of how using transitions

helps to comprehend even the results of actions that I already

understand, and I would therefore definitely prefer to have them.”

User F, even though indifferent about half of the transitions, still had a

clear, yet not strong, opinion on the Hov transition:
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Table 4.4: Test users and their preference regarding the different animated

transitions in the test interface. Users were asked whether they preferred a

transition (yes), or not (no), or whether they felt indifferent (indiff) about

it.

Participant Hov Cart Prd Brw Scl Del

A yes indiff. yes indiff. indiff. yes

B yes yes indiff. yes yes yes

C yes no indiff. indiff. yes yes

D yes no yes yes yes yes

E yes no no indiff. indiff. yes

F yes indiff. indiff. indiff. yes yes

G yes no yes indiff. yes yes

H yes yes yes indiff. yes yes

”That [’Hov’ transition’] is basically useless, because it does not

help me much, when I can clearly see what I’m going to click,

but I would still prefer to have it on the navigation, so that I can

better see where my mouse cursor is.”

The comment by F points out that while a transition might be desirable

in a certain part of a user interface, systematically applying it to every other

component with a similar interaction style (focus/hover and click) is ques-

tionable. A similar note was given by user G, who thought there was too

much of the Prd transition in the user interface:

”It’s like there are flashes everywhere I click. I preferred most of

the animations, but there was just too much flashing.”

By ”flashing”, user G refers to scaling and fading effects of transition Prd,

which was played every time a user clicked a product to see its details. This

is perhaps the kind of action that may be performed often, and does therefore

not require expressive effects. A similar view was given by user D, who had

an opinion on every transition. On the Cart transition, D commented:

”The transition is slow, overdone and the corniest of all the tran-

sitions. The purpose of adding an item to the cart is so clear,

that no transition here is needed, but it could be enough with a

notification that something in fact has been added to the cart.”
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According to user D the Cart transition was ”overdone”, but D still would

prefer to have a transition for the action in order to ensure the action was

completed by the system. Drawing from this, the interaction called for a

transition, but the implementation was not appropriate. User E, on the

contrary, simply stated that

”I feel the site was clear and the logos informative, but frankly,

the animations seem completely useless, as they really don’t affect

any of the functionality, but just enhance the visual appeal.”

As shown in table 4.4, even though expressing indifference through com-

ments, E would still prefer to include transitions Hov and Del.

4.3 Preference survey

The same 8 users A-H completed a final version of the survey regarding

the duration and playback style of animated transitions. The survey was

taken after explaining the participants that animated transitions, in fact,

were the focus of this study. All participants were also explained the purpose

and structure of the survey and encouraged to ask questions if there was

something they felt they did not understand. After trying out the survey

interface, participants seemed to all understand what they were expected to

do. During the recorded session, participants experimented with the interface

and the adjustable values to an extent shown in figure 4.5.

By average, the scaling transition was experimented with the most. This,

however, might be due to the fact that it was the first transition shown in

each session. In that case, it might have taken participants one section of

the survey to truly get accustomed with the survey, even though there was

a practice session before the actually recording.

4.3.1 Subjective experience

Practice and guidance was needed by every participant in order to be able

answer the survey. Despite being explained, participants did not seem to

fully understand what they should do.

4.3.2 Duration

Another observation in figure 4.5 is that the duration of the browse transi-

tion was experimented with relatively much less than its easing. This could
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Figure 4.5: The cumulative times the duration and easing properties were

changed during all of the sessions, shown by type of transition.

suggest that choosing the duration for browse was more of an obvious choice

than for other transitions. This observation is further supported by the du-

ration ranges, within which the final durations were settled (figure 4.6). The

range for the browse transition is the smallest. However, the difference is only

about 14% (188 milliseconds) to the next smallest (insertion), and about 21%

(296 milliseconds) to the largest range (scaling).

Figure 4.7 shows an overview of the final transition durations by transi-

tion type and by user, as well as the accumulative duration per transition

type. All of the final duration values settle between 158 milliseconds and

the maximum limit of 2000 milliseconds, the range width totalling thus 1842

milliseconds. By average, longest durations were selected for insertion, while

the shortest durations were selected for the deletion transition. The differ-

ence between the shortest and longest average durations is 452 milliseconds.

The transition durations selected for the insertion transition were therefore

40% longer than durations selected for the deletion transition. The differ-

ence between durations for the scaling and browsing transitions was roughly

equal, with slightly more variance with scaling transition.

Figure 4.8 shows the ranges for selected final animation durations per
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user. For some users, such as E and F, the preferred durations were all within

172 milliseconds and 129 milliseconds, respectively. For user C, the preferred

durations had more variance, settling within a range of 1356 milliseconds,

which is more than ten times the smallest range of 129 milliseconds.
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Figure 4.8: Duration ranges and their widths (in ms) for final animation

durations by user.

4.3.3 Easing

Figure 4.9 shows the relative and absolute proportions of final easing types

selected by participants per type of transition. An evident observation is that

the ’ease-in’ -type of easing was the least favoured, as it was only selected by

2 participants out of 8, and only for the scaling animation. The ’ease-out’

and ’linear’ easing types were both selected altogether 15 times. Apart from

the scaling transition, neither the ’linear’ nor ’ease-out’ type was significantly

favoured over the other. With the scaling transition though, the ’ease-out’

was the most favoured easing type of the three options.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and conclusions

This thesis builds upon existing literature on animation and animated tran-

sitions and reports the results of a refined study on the use of animated

transitions. The contextual background of the study originates from web

software development, and defines a two-way framework in which to discuss

the results of the study: contextually and methodologically.

Contextually, this thesis studied the use of animated transitions in an

online shopping environment with a goal of discovering how the animations

affect the shopping experience. Additionally, user reactions toward and pref-

erences regarding animation effects were investigated.

Methodologically, this thesis approached the use of animation effects in

user interfaces with a method similar to those of formal usability testing [5].

Users were presented with a user interface and task to perform within a real-

istic scenario. The motivation for using such a method was about discovering

how animated transitions affect the experience of using a certain user inter-

face to perform a task in a realistic scenario. The experience was addressed

in terms of user satisfaction and attitude towards the interface, encountered

problems and task completion. Finally, user preferences regarding animation

effects were addressed with a custom survey interface allowing users to test

the animation effects used in the shopping environment with different values

for two properties: duration and playback style.

5.1 Research questions

RQ1: Are users aware of the presence or absence of animated

transitions in a user interface?

64
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The first research question was most directly addressed by the method of

comparative user interface testing, combined with the discussion with users

afterwards. According to the results 2 out of 8 users identified the difference

in animation effects between the two versions of the test environment. While

most of the users did not identify the difference despite being explicitly in-

formed about there being a difference, the results indicate that animated

transitions can effectively be applied without attracting user attention in a

way that would affect their performance regarding the task at hand. In other

words, it would seem that users do not necessarily pay attention to the pres-

ence of animated transitions. Another interpretation is that the transitions

in question were applied in a manner supporting the interactions, in which

case they did not themselves steal attention from the associated interaction,

but effectively supported it.

RQ2: What kind of observable differences does the presence or

absence of animated transitions cause regarding user experience?

The amounts of positive and negative remarks and the amount of prob-

lems differ between the interface versions. Slightly more problems were en-

countered in performing the task while using the non-animated version of the

interface than while using the animated version (see figure 4.4). However,

the difference is not as significant as with the positive and negative remarks

(see figure 4.3), where the animated version of the interface received positive

remarks an amount double compared to that of the non-animated version.

Drawing upon these observations, the use of animated transitions seems to

have resulted in a higher number of positive remarks about the interface.

This observation suggests that animated transitions can, in fact, improve

the experience of using a web application. While a user might not have ac-

knowledged that some difficulties encountered were due to a lack of transition

to support interaction, on the basis of observation it was rather evident in

certain cases. For example, without the Hov effect indicating when the mouse

cursor was on top of a clickable element, users found themselves wondering

whether they could click the element. By adding an animated transition

to indicate the newly created interaction affordance of clicking the element

and therefore navigating further, users were able to complete the navigation

task easier and observably faster. Another example is the Cart transition,

without which users were observed waiting for a while for something to hap-

pen, before realising that an item was in fact added to the shopping cart,

only without any visual notification. Such observations could imply a need
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for transitions as a supportive element of interactions, regardless of whether

users can point this out.

RQ3: What kind of preferences do users have regarding animated

transitions?

The third research question was addressed by both the contextual study

and the preference survey.

The unanimous opinion of all participants regarding the preference of an

animated online shop over a non-animated one has at least two implications.

First, the applied animated transitions were overall designed somewhat prop-

erly. An implication presented in the reviewed literature is that if animation

effects are not designed properly, they may worsen the experience of using

an application. In the case of this study, however, it can be concluded that

the applied effects did not overall have a negative effect on user experience,

if evaluated by user preference regarding the two versions of the online shop.

Second, as already implied, the properties of the applied animations with

regards to context were overall in an acceptable range. If the durations or

easings of the animated transitions used in the contextual experiment would

have been inappropriate for the each effect, the results regarding the pre-

ferred interface would probably have been different. Note, however, that the

comparison was done to an interface with no transitions at all, and does not

as such imply that the transitions in the animated versions would be near op-

timal. It can only be concluded that the interface seemed to function better

in terms of user experience with the animated version than the non-animated

version.

Moreover, as shown by table 4.4, some transitions were clearly more suc-

cessful in being preferable than others. For example, the Hov transitions

were preferred by every user, as well as the Del transitions, while the Cart

transition was the least favoured transition in the shopping environment.

In terms of frequency of appearance, the Hov was perhaps the most shown

transition, while the Del transition, for example, was shown at most once per

user. As such, they served a different role in the interface, but were still both

equally preferred. In comparison, the Cart transition, for example, shown

every time a user added an item to the shopping basket, seemed to help users

in understanding what happened. With the non-animated version of the in-

terface, users were confused when they added something to the shopping cart

and nothing happened. Despite this rather evident value of the transition, it

was not ultimately not preferred by most users.
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The preference survey tried to address four transitions that were techni-

cally present also in the shopping interface. In other words, the preference

survey addressed similar animation effects, but outside the shopping context.

As such, the results of the preference survey are not directly comparable to

the durations and easing used in the online environment, but may provide

some insight on user preferences.

For example, the ”ease-in” easing was clearly the least preferred easing

in the preference survey (see figure 4.9), and it was not used in the shopping

environment, either. Further, this result supports the view provided by the

design guidelines.

Regarding animation effect durations, the Cart animation was given the

longest duration of transitions in the shopping environment based on pilot

study results. The corresponding animation effect in the preference survey,

the ”insertion” effect, was by average also given longer durations than other

animations (see figure 4.7).

RQ4: Is a contextual approach suitable for studying the effects

of animated transitions?

This study addresses animated transitions within the context of online

shopping. The preference survey was not as such contextual, as the included

animation effects were not meant to represent anything more than what

information was provided in the effect description. Additionally, users were

instructed to focus on the presented animation effects, which is not the case if

animations are used to support user interaction on a web site with a different

original purpose.

The setting of the contextual study, however, provided a realistic situ-

ation within online shopping. Users were engaged with the task at hand

used the shop in a realistic environment. Even with a small amount of test

participants, the contextual approach was shown to produce usable results

regarding the reactions of users towards animated transitions. The results

somewhat conform to the observations about animations in literature.

Especially, the methods seem appropriate for developing an online shop,

for example, as the approach produced a lot of data regarding shop features

not even related to animation (figure 4.1). In other words, the method could

help to improve an online shop regardless of whether there are animated

transitions included, or not. Inversely, the method could possibly be of help

if there was a need to test whether animated transitions should be included.

While a contextual approach does not provide accurate data on what the

optimal properties of different animated transitions are, it provides useful
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data on how they should be altered in order for them to be better. In other

words, the method is a suitable basis for an iterative development approach.

During the contextual part of this study, users gave multiple comments on

the properties of animated transitions, indicating how they should be altered.

Comments such as ”the effect should be more subtle, now there is too much

flashing” directly provide insight on how the effect could be altered in order to

improve the interface. Therefore, by testing iteratively, it would be possible

to get closer to the optimal property values of animation effects in a certain

interface. In this sense, the similarity of the method to methods of usability

testing [5, 11, 55] has been beneficial.

5.2 Conclusions

The conclusive outcome of this study is twofold, as is the approach. First,

this study presents a methodological contribution on the field of animation

effects and web application testing. Based on a review of existing literature

on animation effects and animated transitions, an empirical study consisting

of two parts was designed and conducted. Second, this study contributes to

the design and implementation of animated transitions in web applications

by presenting findings based on actual use cases.

A significant limitation of this study is the number of users involved,

which was altogether only 12, with 4 users participating the pilot study and

8 users participating the actual study. Regarding especially the preference

survey, a higher number of users would probably produce more significant

results. Further, the study is limited by its scope, which addresses one web

application and the interaction of one user with the application.

5.2.1 Methodological implications

In terms of methodological approach, this study contributes to the field

of animation effects study with a refined method. While traditionally ad-

dressed through psychophysiology and controlled experiments, this study ex-

perimented with a contextual approach to animation and provided results

directly applicable to the development of a web application. The results

show that the effects of animated transitions in a web application can be

studied with an comparative testing approach, where two versions of the

same interface are shown and similar tasks performed with those interfaces.

Additionally, the results of this study indicate that discovering user pref-
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erences regarding animated transitions through a remote survey is challeng-

ing for at least two reasons. First, designing the survey interface in a way

that effectively communicates the purpose of the survey was found difficult.

Users had many problems understanding what the purpose of such a sur-

vey is and how it is answered, despite the use of standard web interaction

components, minimal interface and provided written instructions. Second,

while preferences regarding animated transitions were found highly context-

dependent, a survey lacks context in a sense that the animated transitions

are the target of interaction themselves, as opposed to transitions supporting

interaction in a web application.

5.2.2 Contextual implications

The results of this study indicate that, in the context of online shopping,

users are not likely to pay attention to animated transitions, if they do not

hinder interaction, but rather support it. Furthermore, a user interface with

animated transitions applied can perform better in terms of encountered

problems and user experience, when compared to a version of the user inter-

face without any transitions.

Additionally, a user interface with animated transitions applied was pre-

ferred over a content-wise equal interface with no visible animated transi-

tions. This was the case even though all applied transitions in the animated

interface were not preferred, but even disliked. By average, faster transitions

were preferred against slower in the contextual study, but the results of the

preference survey do not support a general conclusion regarding the speed of

animation, as there was significant variance in the final durations chosen by

users. Observations in the reviewed literature suggest in accordance with the

results of the contextual study, however, that often played transitions should

be more subtle than transitions that appear less frequently.

The results of the preference survey regarding the easing of animation

somewhat conform to observations in the reviewed literature, concluding in

a remark that an animated transition should playback in a manner where

the majority of the effect is applied rather sooner than later, with respect

to the duration of the effect. In other words, the easing should be ”linear”

or ”ease-out” instead of ”ease-in”. Similar observations have been made in

literature [16].
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5.3 Suggestions for future work

Although not widely addressed by the research questions, this study provides

contributions with regards to its methodological approach, as well. During

the study, the empirical methods used evolved significantly, which was due

to the iterative approach taken towards the development during the pilot

study. The experimentation setting was successively modified after each of

the three pilot study sessions. The purpose was to improve the experiment

design. While some modifications were somewhat small, others affected the

study focus as a whole.

The empiric part of this study was, at first, planned to include a con-

textual part along with a quantitative part: the preference survey. The

survey was first planned as an online survey. As such, it would have been

answered remotely and without a possibility for simultaneous observation.

Distributing the survey through social media channels, for example, would

have created a possibility to reach a significantly larger mass of answers and

therefore possibly more significant results. However, during the pilot study

sessions, users had great difficulties understanding the purpose of the survey

and the survey interface itself. Therefore, the survey application would have

required significantly more development effort in order for it to be easy to

approach and understand. Within the scope of this thesis, the amount of

required work was considered too excessive. As a result, the preference sur-

vey was added as a second part to the contextual study, the online shopping

experiment.

Recording essentially every interaction in the interface, the level of data

gathered in the preference survey is somewhat detailed. Gathering such

details as moments of time when each interaction was performed, type of

interaction and values changed would allow to analyse the data from multiple

different points of view. However, due to the limited amount of users who

completed the survey during this study, no significant quantitative analysis

could be run on the gathered data. Performing this type of experiment on

a larger mass of test users would therefore probably yield more interesting

and significant results. Nevertheless, the work of this study forms a basis

for a larger study, as the experiment application is very scalable as is. In

other words, the application could handle a very large number of participants

without a need to modify it for that particular reason. As such, it serves as a

proof-of-concept for implementing a study setting measuring user preference

on animation properties.
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Besides the size of the test user group, the preference survey has another

limitation regarding the context of use. While the tested animated transitions

are being presented within the experiment application and consecutively one

after another, they lack context. And, based on the findings of this study,

the preferences of users regarding animated transitions are dependent on the

context. This can be interpreted based on the results of both the theoretical

analysis, and the empiric study.

For future work regarding how animated transitions function in a certain

situation, we therefore recommend a contextual approach, because it seems

to yield results more directly related to specific interfaces, such as an online

shopping environment. As such, the observations and results of a contextual

study are more likely to provide direct implications regarding design, for

example, than a more general study, such as a remote online survey. A

contextual approach can therefore be seen as functioning in a supportive role

in the development of individual web sites. Comparison experiments can

be used for measuring the effects of animated transitions on shopping site

conversion rate, for example.

Furthermore, a quantitative approach to studying animation preference

seems to suit a need different than discovering the optimal animation prop-

erties for a certain use case. An approach such as the preference survey in

this study addresses animations on a more general level. As such, the results

from such a method may be useful for providing guidelines on what type of

animation properties might be good to start with in a given context.

For further research on animation properties on a general level, a con-

trolled experiment is recommended in order to ensure that subjects of the

experiment are able to fully understand what they should do and have a pos-

sibility receive further instructions if need be. A remote survey is therefore

perhaps not the best possibility, as according to our experience the idea of

the survey might be difficult to understand and explain to users with help of

the interface alone.

The preference survey of this study utilised an approach similar to the one

by Thomas & Calder [49] in discovering preferred animation property values,

though without a specific context. However, a based on the experiences

in this study, an approach recommended is similar to the experiment by

Harrison et al. [21], where test subjects were presented with two different

versions of an effect and then asked to choose one based on a certain criterion.

Similarly, two versions of an animated transition could be shown and then

users instructed to choose the other. Benefits of such an approach, where final

alternatives to choose from are provided instead of an adjustment interface,
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include at least: less effort on learning to use the interface, a possibility to

better ensure that all types of effects are tried out, and not requiring users

to understand the different properties of animations and how they affect the

result. In other words, by merely providing users with final alternatives to

choose from, they should be able to focus more on the results and less on

how they are produced in terms of animation properties.
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Appendix A

Interface screens

Figure A.1: The user interface of the preference survey.
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(a) Original site.

(b) Modified site.

Figure A.2: The original and modified versions of the online shop used in the

contextual experiment.
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